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the Future of Travel
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The new reality foreseen by no one…
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…will change the travel industry forever 4



Companies are 

looked at for 

support 

…and those 

that quickly 

adapt to 

the changing 

reality will 

stand out 
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…while those that have been unable 

to read the room are met with outrage

Aspirational photos of luxurious 

escapes are a long established code 

for the travel and hospitality industries. 

It’s now become a flashpoint as 

mainstream consumers face massive 

unemployment and physical danger. 

The mentality of “stay calm and keep 

spending” of other crises, like 9/11,

is also being derided as tone deaf 

and ignorant.  
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How do we expect 
needs to change in a 
post-pandemic world?
Businesses that are pragmatic about the present 

but bring an explorer’s mindset to the future will win. 
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How we already 
know the world will  
change…

Prioritizing people 

goes from trend to hygiene 

Consumers are watching to see 

which businesses will throw their 

people under the bus in this crisis, 

and are publicly shaming the ones 

that do. 

The trend towards regional and 

domestic travel will accelerate

As borders close without warning 

and regions become epicenters of 

the outbreak, travellers will prioritize 

destinations that allow an easy return 

home if needed. 

The death of the middle 

is here 

Even as the wealthy flee to country 

homes, millions are losing livelihoods. 

Rising anger at the inequity combined 

with plummeting disposable income 

mean that brands can’t play both sides. 

The desire for natural and 

untouched over urban and 

artificial will surge 

City centers have become hotspots 

for the virus, and shelter-at-home in 

many places has gone on for months. 

Expect a longing for wide open 

spaces, nature, and fresh air. 

Shorter trips will increase 

Whether due to safety concerns, or 

smaller budgets, expect travelers to 

go on a few days’ trip rather than 

spending one or two weeks away. 

Because of this, they’re also less 

likely to see more than a few 

attractions, or try many restaurants.

Values will flip- from image and 

luxury, to safety and responsiveness

Consumers no longer take basic safety 

regulations for granted. They’ll also 

prioritize speed of response. Companies 

are being castigated for being slower to 

adapt things like free fare changes before 

customers demanded them. 
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…and that this will impact 
some of our industry’s 
most pressing pre-Covid
challenges

1. Sustainability

Carbon footprint

Resource scarcity (water/energy)

Food attitudes & alternatives

Waste reduction & management

2. Overtourism
Smart destinations 

Crowd management

3. Seamless journeys
Connected journey

Smart mobility

4. Talent & future of workforce
High touch vs. High tech

Equality & talent

5. Safety & security
Emergency response

Tracking
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Accepting that we 

can’t fully predict but can 

prepare for the future 

opens us to more 

opportunity. 

With so many unknowns, it’s smart to prepare for a 

range of possible futures, rather than assuming one 

outcome. 

That’s why Kantar, an insights and consultancy company, 

have come up with four broad futures that businesses and 

consumers need to prepare for. 

Smart Travel Lab has analyzed what those possible 

futures might mean for travel & hospitality 

and how we can all get out of this better and stronger
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RECURRING 

NIGHTMARE

CLOSE 

CALL

PANICK

ATTACK

BRAVE NEW 

REALITY

SCENARIO 1

SCENARIO 2 SCENARIO 3

SCENARIO 4

FREQUENCY

One-Time

Outbreak

FREQUENCY

Recurring or 

Seasonal 

Outbreaks

PANICKED REACTION

as systems struggle to absorb impact

CONTROLLED REACTION

as systems manage to absorb impact

“Two Seasons, Two Travelers”“Stay Local, Stay Safe”

“Surge for Survival” “Safety by Fiat”
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CLOSE CALL
“Surge for Survival”
Institutions take aggressive measures and the outbreak is contained. 

There is a short window of opportunity to recover from losses as consumers relieve their 

cabin fever with a surge in demand for open spaces, culture & good food. 

Those that cannot maintain the resources to compete head-on once restrictions are lifted 

will be left behind. 
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Today’s headlines 
are clues about  
tomorrow 

Vaccines already in 

production will make 

travel palatable again. 

╸ Abbot has developed a test that 

can deliver results in five minutes. 

It has already begun shipping. 

╸ Drive-through testing is already 

available in several countries. 

╸ There are 35 countries working on 

a vaccine, with the hope that it will 

be ready by 2021. 

Domestic travel in 

China is already 

beginning to recover. 

╸ Flights in March were up 20.5% 

from February. Air China forecasts 

a full rebound by June. 

╸ The national road network is 

“running normally” and 20+ 

provinces can now travel 

domestically. 

Travel rebounds even 

after big scares.

╸ Air travel recovered within 6 

months of the SARS outbreak. 

While analysts predict it will take 

longer post-COVID-19, it is clear 

demand will remain even after a big 

scare. 

╸ While air travel took longer to 

rebound post-9/11, the forecast is 

for a V-shaped recovery for leisure 

travel and more of a U for business 

travel.
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Changes in Consumer Mindset

Cultural

• People are much more focused on health concerns

• Tension between privacy and safety, also between 

countries

• People have a sense of having narrowly skirted  disaster, 

which leads to a sense of optimism and resiliency

• People reassess their values and how they spend  their 

time. Former distractions, now revealed as  superfluous, 

lose their appeal as people adopt a more spiritual mindset.

Generational

• Boomers: Resilient and unfazed: “What, me  worry?”

• Millennials/X: Even a mild economic slowdown hurts 

these generations’ ability to make payments on debt 

and build wealth and potentially impacting travel

• Gen Z: Watching society successfully navigate a  

crisis brings this generation a sense of optimism and 

can-do spirit, with a desire to go out

CLOSE 

CALL
“Surge for Survival”

Focus

• Health & safety

• Local communities

• Frequent-short-domestic 

• Small-scale vs. mass

• Countryside

• Contemplative travel 

Avoid

• Big cities 

• Large crowds

• Long haul trips

• Highly affected regions

• Unempathetic travel organizations

“I have been waiting for my life to resume for months. 

As soon as quarantine lifts, I am going to catch up on my 

missed travel but reflect more on the choices I make.” 
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Industry 
Implications

EXPECTATIONS… 

Internationally…
• Boost to destinations 

that are “cleaner” or recover 

fastest (eg. Taiwan, S. Korea)

• Drop to destinations that had 

widespread outbreaks or are 

seen as crowded 

(eg. India, NYC, Italy) 

• Domestic boost in tourism for 

those countries that lift 

restrictions earlier than others 

• Business travel to start in urban, 

leisure increase in rural

BUSINESSES WILL…

Try to grab as much revenue as 

possible during the surge. 

Prep to ramp up again to go from 

limited operations to overtime.  

Try to gain market share via very 

reduced offers. 

Have limited consideration for societal 

changes regarding sustainability and 

overtourism in the urge to regain 

business

BUSINESSES SHOULD…

╸ Analyze operations to ensure they can 

handle a surge once the outbreak is 

contained.

╸ Set aside capital to entice talent lost 

during the outbreak/compensate for the 

surge in demand.   

╸ Create smaller offers for consumers that 

WANT to travel, but have been 

economically hard-hit by the crisis.

╸ Consider pre-selling tickets, packages 

and gift cards. 

╸ Pre-emptively work with destinations 

to ensure proper tourist flow is managed.  
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The system starts breaking down. Without governmental reassurance – or relief-

people take matters into their own hands. 

They hunker down, support their local businesses, and become extremely risk-averse. 

Even when governments declare the pandemic over, people’s habits have changed indefinitely 

Only hotels, restaurants and travel providers that can demonstrate they deserve to be trusted –

with impeccable control standards and ethical practices - will survive. 

2 PANICK ATTACK
“Stay Local, Stay Safe”



Today’s headlines 
are clues about  
tomorrow 

55%* say brands are 

responding more quickly 

and effectively than their 

government. 

╸ 62%* agreed their country would 

not make it through without 

brands playing a critical role. 

╸ 65%* of them said a company’s 

behavior now would impact on 

purchase in the future. 

╸ 37%* of them have already 

started using a new brand 

because of that brand’s response.

In turn, hospitality 

businesses are pivoting to 

provide needed items.

╸ Consumers globally (89%) want 

brands to shift to producing 

products for the pandemic, or 

offer free or cheaper services for 

frontliners. Eg. hotels for medical 

staff or homeless 

╸ Restaurants across the US are 

donating unused food to food 

banks and employees who have 

been hard-hit by the lockdown. 

Second Servings in Houston 

collected 13,000 pounds of fresh 

food in one week. 

Communities are turning 

inwards- rejecting tourists 

and supporting local 

hospitality businesses.

╸ Regular citizens are beginning to 

take action against tourists, who use 

precious resources and are 

potential carriers for the virus.

╸ Huge rise in #supportyourlocal

initiatives for restaurants & hotels

╸ Restaurants and hotels are also 

choosing to care for the 

communities in which they’re 

embedded. 
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Changes in Consumer Mindset

Cultural

• Protection from exposure at all costs is top of mind

• Ongoing political polarization strengthens amid an 

atmosphere of mistrust

• People stay closer to their "tribes" and become  

even less trusting of perceived outsiders

• Faith in institutions is severely eroded. 

Self- reliance is the norm throughout the crisis as 

trust  is only slowly rebuilt.

Generational

• Boomers: Seized with extreme fear of infection,  they pull 

back spending even more than  average consumers

• Millennials/X: These generations are hit hard  with their 

lower levels of wealth and need to  support parents and/or 

children

• Gen Z: "Failure to launch" similar to what  Millennials 

experienced in Great Recession

PANICK 

ATTACK
“Stay Local, Stay Safe”

Focus

• Saving for future travel

• Postponing events & big travel plans

• Solidarity with local small businesses 

• Companies offering creative solutions

• Technology driven solutions

Avoid

• Expensive trips

• Physical interaction

• Large events

• Brands that don’t show significant 

progress / improvement

“I will re-evaluate the brands which were part of my lifestyle. 

I will only let those with a transparent & thorough plan to be 

part of my circle of trust” 
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Industry 
Implications

EXPECTATIONS…

• Travel plans are nonexistent, 

or only to local destinations.

• These travel plans will be 

scrutinized through the lens of 

what is safe, rather than what 

used to be popular (image & 

status)

• Local hospitality establishments 

are the priority - both to avoid 

traveling, and to support the 

community. 

BUSINESSES WILL…

• Pivot resources like food, 

rooms and seats into concrete 

actions that support their 

community

• Prove the end-to-end journey 

will be safe and virus-free, 

with new standards, extensive 

monitoring, and 

communications.

BUSINESSES SHOULD…

╸ Step in for government on all levels-

support your employees and wherever 

you operate. Travelers will actively look 

which brands are acting ethically in these 

times

╸ Support and work with your community, 

including small businesses and startups, 

who will be worse-hit by any economic 

fallout. 

╸ Speak the language of trust, reliability, 

and empathy. As a de facto leader, 

reconsider any attempts to make light of 

the situation. 
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With no signs of an end to the threat, COVID-19 will create its own seasons, at least for the next few years

For a good part of the year there is a frantic rush to enjoy good food and travel. For the remaining part, 

lockdowns are mandatory. In order to survive, the travel and hospitality industry needs to find alternative 

business models and sources of revenue during lockdown. 

It’s not just seasons that divide the world. Pandemic castes emerge, with the well-off spending the year in 

escapist luxury while the rest fume. Brands need to choose whether they will play to these elite, and risk the 

wrath of the masses, or find ways to provide affordable thrills to those that can barely afford to travel. 

3 RECURRING NIGHTMARE
“Two Seasons, Two Travelers”



Today’s headlines 
are clues about  
tomorrow 

Major employers offer 

jobs to laid-off airline 

staff 

Several industries have boomed during 

the worldwide lockdown and major 

corporates start offering short-term 

employment to travel industry staff

Some examples include streaming 

applications, gaming, medical services, 

cleaning services, grocery store chains, 

home workouts, and freezer foods. 

These industries have significant 

overlap in terms of assets and staff skill 

with the hospitality industry. 

Travel and hospitality 

already susceptible to 

seasonal fluctuations. 

╸ Normal seasonal fluctuations 

can be up to 26% for price.

╸ 53% of consumers say they’d 

plan to buy any delayed 

vacations as soon as an 

outbreak was contained in their 

country.

Widening class and 

regional divisions will 

polarize travel. 

╸ 6.6 million Americans have declared 

unemployment – more than the Great 

Depression. Many middle-class 

travelers will find their plans severely 

downgraded, or out of reach. On the 

other hand, those that can WFH or are 

already well-off will treat themselves.  

╸ The differences will be regional as well. 

Hospitality-driven economies like Las 

Vegas will fare much worse than others. 
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Changes in Consumer Mindset

Cultural

• Health concerns dominate all others as people  

seek ways to stay fit while limiting group contact

• People spend more time apart from each other  

than ever, and they have a strong craving for  

connection—increasingly met through digital  group 

experiences.

• People turn almost completely away from existing 

institutions, which are recurring  reminders of their 

failure in the crisis

Generational

• Boomers: The life and death reality of annual  outbreaks takes a serious 

toll on mental health;  depression, loneliness and suicides rise. Nest eggs 

are spent quickly as people worry that they may have fewer years to enjoy 

savings.

• Millennials/X: A complete inability to get ahead economically ensues. 

Having already been  through the Great Recession, this generation 

demands fundamental changes

• Gen Z: Like Millennials, this generation demand major changes in politics 

and the economy

RECURRING 

NIGHTMARE
“Two Seasons, Two Travelers”

Focus

• Extreme seasonality 

• Virtual travel experiences

• New local eco systems

• Experiencing international & cultural 

travel locally

Avoid

• Crossing borders

• Traditional tourism (Eg. Cruises & Costas)

• Physical interactions

“Big travel plans are reserved for the rich. 

I just want to be able to afford some time out in nature 

before quarantine season sets in.” 
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Industry 
Implications

EXPECTATIONS…

• Travel plans are extremely 

seasonal and only for the

wealthy or those traveling on 

business. 

• For everyone else, nonessential 

travel and restaurant spend has 

to be incredibly value-for-money 

given a severely tightened belt 

for most. 

BUSINESSES WILL…

• Try to make their business 

more sustainable, futureproof 

and less vulnerable for crises

both with regards to liquidity & 

through new business models

• Prepare for the different needs 

of the famine season, whether 

that’s a pop-up model, 

gig employees, or businesses 

that pivot to provide essential 

or remote services. 

BUSINESSES SHOULD…

╸ Create different positionings for 

“feast/famine” times – or increase 

flexibility in business models (ex. seasonal 

pop-ups only?) 

╸ Develop smaller, cheaper offers so those 

stretched during shutdowns can still 

patronize the business

╸ If you are targeting the elite, go for 

sustainable, escapist and untouched 

locations as isolation and purity will 

become code for premium. 
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COVID-19 is unstoppable, yet also manageable. 

Governments impose rules on everything from cleaning standards to design regulations. 

They push through regulations allowing them to requisition resources (like hotels, kitchens, 

or planes) as needed during “COVID-19 season”, and quickly close borders at even a hint of 

infection. Companies look for new forms of pro-active collaboration to redefine a new 

industry and avoid government interference.

4 BRAVE NEW REALITY
“Safety by Fiat”



Today’s headlines 
are clues about  
tomorrow 

South Korea’s 

stringent measures 

have worked. 

South Korea’s decisive moves-

setting up free drive-through testing, 

mass testing, and even contact 

tracking through personal data like 

mobile phone records and credit 

card receipts- have paid off. 

They have the lowest death rate in 

the world and even now are 

exporting testing kits. 

Areas are already 

experimenting with 

requisitioning needed 

resources. 

╸ California has issued an order 

allowing the state to take over 

hotels to house coronavirus 

patients. 

╸ In Spain, private healthcare 

facilities have been 

requisitioned. 

╸ Hotels and taxis have been 

requisitioned in France. 

Borders all around the 

world are being closed 

with little warning. 

╸ India announced their border 

closure with four hours’ warning.

╸ American citizens are evenly split 

about whether they should be able 

to close inter-state borders.

╸ Canada has closed their borders to 

all but citizens and permanent 

residents. 
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Changes in Consumer Mindset

Cultural

• Health and wellbeing become a pervasive concern 

—with a much greater focus on limiting damage—

in contrast to the focus on health optimization that 

defined the 2010s.

• A grim resolve defines peoples’ mindsets as the 

world adjusts to a new normal with fewer of the  

pleasures previously known

• Style and aesthetics move away from unnecessary 

ornament toward solutions that  help people cope 

mentally and physically

Generational

• Boomers: Libertarian "self sufficiency" mindset prevails, 

attempts to self-quarantine are mixed

• Millennials/X: Create new norms of community engagement 

to support parents,  each other and young children through 

crisis

• Gen Z: COVID-19 is the watershed event that shapes this 

generation’s worldview, leading them to adopt a cautious 

mindset toward experiences

BRAVE NEW 

REALITY
“Safety by Fiat”

Focus

• Virus free destinations

• Extensive testing as part of travel experience

• Data & Touchless technology 

• International travel guidelines

• Virtual as the new normal

• Spread out trips over the year vs. peak seasons

Avoid

• High-risk destinations

• Remote locations

• Peak season

• Non-essential travel

“I’m willing to trade privacy and convenience

for safety and stability.” 
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Industry 
Implications

EXPECTATIONS…

Business and travelers alike will 

start taking into account 

“outbreak forecast” and subject 

to state or regional mandates. 

The loss of privacy is considered 

an acceptable tradeoff for peace 

of mind. 

Screening and regulations will 

slow travel significantly 

Domestic travel grows as 

travelers avoid being caught out 

by border closures. 

BUSINESSES WILL…

Plan for the state being the 

de facto managing partner in the 

business. State security will 

become a primary concern.

Adjust to sudden closures or 

unexpected changes in regulations.

Implement new technology on an 

unprecedented scale to support 

the industry to adapt to the new 

reality 

BUSINESSES SHOULD…

╸ Develop strong government partnerships 

to ensure they’re not caught flat-footed 

with changing rulings- and in fact can be 

the expert in these talks  

╸ Focus on foresight with cutting-edge 

startups and forecasters to ensure they 

have best-in-class policies already in 

place- lessening the need to suddenly 

upskill should regulations demand it 

╸ Build in a robust emergency fund for the 

worst-case scenario (full lockdown) 
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RECURRING 

NIGHTMARE

CLOSE 

CALL

PANICK

ATTACK

BRAVE NEW 

REALITY

SCENARIO 1

SCENARIO 2 SCENARIO 3

SCENARIO 4

FREQUENCY

One-Time

Outbreak

FREQUENCY

Recurring or 

Seasonal 

Outbreaks

PANICKED REACTION

as systems struggle to absorb impact

CONTROLLED REACTION

as systems manage to absorb impact

“Two Seasons, Two Travelers”“Stay Local, Stay Safe”

“Surge for Survival” “Safety by Fiat”
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Regardless which scenario plays out, “doing the right 

thing” will determine the new winners in the Travel world.

HEALTH & 

SAFETY
SUSTAINABILITY PEOPLE

Mobility has suddenly become 

more relevant than ever…

Large crowds and busy destinations 

are expected to be avoided for a 

longer period of time

… and overtourism could very 

well be a thing of the past

Besides the health risk of over 

tourism, a change in traveler mindset 

and behavior could result in a sharp 

decrease of overcrowded city trips

Sustainability will initially move 

to the backburner of priorities… 

In the face of massive need, 

resources are being diverted from 

sustainability efforts into medical and 

humanitarian efforts and 

sustainability will be less top of mind

…but is getting an unexpected boost 

in awareness

A surge of posts about clear skies, clear 

waterways and wild animals returning is 

making social media rounds. 

If things return to previous pollution 

levels, the visible difference may give 

sustainability efforts some traction and 

Shortage in talent could abruptly 

turn into a surplus for some…

We foresee a dramatic shift of staff within 

travel categories or even a change from 

travel to other industries

…yet reorganizations should be well 

thought through 

The way companies manage their 

human resources in the current crisis 

could determine future success. Despite 

the crisis, people can be a brand’s most 

powerful competitive asset
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Humanizing 

growth

mark.visser@kantar.com

Accelerating the next 

generation of travel

christiaan@smarttravellab.com

Soon to be available:

Health & Safety and Sustainability in a ‘Brave New Travel Reality’
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